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 The Child Development Fund (“CDF”) was set up in April 2008

 Through joint efforts of the family, private sector, community and 
Government, it funds projects which promote the longer-term 
development of children from a disadvantaged background with a view to 
reducing inter-generational poverty

 The Government has allocated $900 million to CDF, benefitting about
30 000 underprivileged children in total, including children of ethnic 
minorities, with disabilities or living in cubicle apartments/sub-divided units

 CDF funds projects to be implemented by non-government organisations 
(NGOs) or schools throughout the territories 

 To date, 32 NGOs and 76 schools (including partner NGOs and partner 
schools) have already been involved in operating the CDF projects. For 
details, please visit the website below : 
https://www.cdf.gov.hk/tc/projects/operator/operator.html

CDF - Background
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2009.04
1st Batch Projects
• ７ projects
• ６ operating NGOs
• Benefitting over 700 

children

2010.10
2nd Batch Projects
• 15 projects
• 11 operating NGOs
• Benefitting over 1 400 

children

2012.01
3rd Batch Projects
• 18 projects
• 12 operating NGOs
• Benefitting over 2 000 

children

2014.01 & 04
1st Batch CDF Pilot Projects 
under the School-based 
Approach
• 7 projects
• 10 operating schools
• Benefitting over 400

children

2014.01
4th Batch Projects
• 21 projects
• 15 operating NGOs
• Benefitting over 2 200

children

The $300 million 
CDF was set up

Additional $300 
million was 
allocated to CDF

First Launch of 

NGO-run Projects

CDF Pilot Projects under the 
School-based Approach was 
launched

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

CDF Projects - Timeline



CDF Projects - Timeline (Cont’d)
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2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

2015.11
2nd batch
• 10 projects
• 13 operating schools
• Benefiting over 500 

children

2015.07 & 2015.10
5th batch
• 27 projects
• 19 operating NGOs 
• Benefiting over 2 800 children

2016.11
3rd batch
• 13 projects
• 17 operating schools
• Benefiting over 700

children

2017.04
6th batch
• 27projects
• 22 operating NGOs 
• Benefiting over 2 800

children

2017.11
4th batch
• 11projects
• 14 operating schools
• Benefiting over 600

children

2018.11
5th batch
• 10 projects
• 10 operating schools
• Benefiting over 500

children

2020.09
8th batch 
• 27projects
• 22 operating NGOs 
• Benefiting over 2 800

children

2019.11
6th batch
• 14 projects
• 16 operating schools
• Benefiting over 700

children

2022.05 
9th batch Projects

2020.12
7th batch
• 6 projects
• 7 operating schools
• Benefiting over 300

children

To date,
 eight batches of 169 NGO-run projects; and
 seven batches of 71 school-based projects have been launched (18 

school-based projects of the eighth batch were awarded in July 2021, 
and will commence service in November 2021);

benefiting over 21,000 underprivileged children

Injection of an additional 
$300 million into the CDF

2018.12 & 2019.03
7th batch
• 27 projects
• 19 operating NGOs 
• Benefiting over 2 800

children

2021.11
8th batch
• 18 projects
• 22 operating schools
• Benefiting over 1 100 new 

participating children

School-based Projects

NGO-run Projects

2022



CDF Projects - Benefits to participating children

*Please visit CDF website for detailed findings of the study set out in the full report (www.cdf.gov.hk)

 In March 2020, the Labour and Welfare Bureau released the report of the “Further
Study on the Long Term Development of Child Development Fund Project
Participants” conducted by the Department of Applied Social Sciences of the Hong
Kong Polytechnic University

 The Study’s findings showed that each of the three key components of the CDF
Projects, namely Personal Development Plans, Mentorship Programmes and
Targeted Savings, is highly complementary to each other and has a unique long-
term impact on the participants. All components are essential to the projects.
CDF Projects were effective in:

 developing a positive learning and working attitude for grassroots children and youth in
the long run;

 notably improving their social skills, abilities in problem-solving, resource management
and future planning; and

 developing persistent savings habits

 Findings also revealed that CDF projects had positive impacts on the alleviation of
inter-generational poverty

 more families of working CDF participants (93.5%) did not require any financial
assistance under the Social Welfare Department, compared to 75.3% among the non-
participants

http://www.cdf.gov.hk/


Features of the Ninth Batch of 
CDF Projects
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“One-plus-one” approach

 Starting from the fifth batch projects, to facilitate NGOs to better plan 
ahead in terms of its resource allocation, the Government adopted a 
“one-plus-one” approach

 Under the “one-plus-one” approach, each selected NGO would be 
awarded two 3-year projects (i.e. First Project followed by Second 
Project) in one go

 This “one-plus-one” approach can facilitate NGOs to “roll over” their 
mentors from the First Project to the Second Project, thus help build 
up a quality pool of experienced mentors 

 The confirmation of the Second Project is subject to the performance 
of NGOs in implementing the First Project.  If the NGO’s performance 
in operating the First Project is assessed to be satisfactory, it could 
start implementing its Second Project in the fourth year 
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Encourage Participation

 To encourage more NGOs to participate in the operation of the 
projects, starting from the ninth batch of CDF projects, track record 
on the provision of services for children and youth will not be a 
mandatory requirement for application

 All charitable organisations exempt from tax under Section 88 of 
the Inland Revenue Ordinance (Cap. 112) in Hong Kong can submit 
applications

 In quality assessment of applications, relevant experience in the 
provision of children and youth services in Hong Kong for 3 years or 
above will be taken into consideration

Track record on the provision of children and youth 
services is not a prerequisite for application
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Adjusting the Definition of 
Elder Children

 The Social Welfare Department (SWD) gathered the views from CDF
project operators in the sharing session in December 2020 that, due to
the heavy study pressure to prepare public examinations, the elder
children were less keen in joining CDF; on the other hand, there is huge
demand from the younger children which results in persistent over-
enrolment

 SWD reflected the situation to the Steering Committee of CDF and it
was accepted that the definition of elder children be adjusted to age 13
to 16. The ratio of recruiting elder children of no less than 50% of total
participants remains unchanged. The new arrangement will enhance
the opportunity for more children to join the CDF projects

Definition of elder children adjusts to 13 to 
16 years old
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 In response to the recommendations of the Audit report in
2019 , the SWD has duly taken into account the needs for CDF
projects per district when setting the district quotas

 In setting the district quotas for the ninth batch of projects,
reference has been made to the statistics of children in low-
income families in General Household Survey in 2020 by the
Census and Statistics Department and the number of projects
by district in previous batches

 The total number of awarded projects will be increased from
currently 27 to around 30 projects to benefit more needy
children

Districts/Areas
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Districts/Areas (Cont’d)

A total of around 30 projects will be awarded in 12 districts/areas:

＊ Applicant NGO has to apply for operating two consecutive projects in the same districts/areas

Districts/Areas Number of 
Projects

Districts/Areas Number of 
Projects

1. Hong Kong Island 2-3 7. Sham Shui Po 1-2

2. Tung Chung 1 8. Sha Tin 2-3

3. Kwun Tong 3-4 9. Tai Po and North 
District

2-3

4. Wong Tai Sin
(including San Po Kong 
and Tsz Wan Shan)

1-2 10. Tsuen Wan and Kwai 
Tsing

3-4

5. Sai Kung (including 
Tseung Kwan O)

1-2 11. Tuen Mun 1-2

6. Kowloon City and Yau 
Tsim Mong

2-3 12. Yuen Long (including 
Tin Shui Wai)

2-3
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Empowering Children to Dream for the Future



Objectives and 

the 3 Key Components

The Ninth Batch of CDF Projects16
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 To encourage children from a disadvantaged background to 
plan for the future and cultivate positive attitudes 

 To provide these children with more personal development 
opportunities

 To encourage these children to develop an asset-building 
habit as well as accumulate savings and intangible assets 
(such as positive attitudes, personal resilience and 
capacities, social networks, etc.)

CDF - Objectives

https://www.google.com.hk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiggIa9l8XZAhVJX5QKHZ2JAfUQjRx6BAgAEAY&url=https://www.freepik.com/free-photos-vectors/child&psig=AOvVaw3WRMAK9O5qKz8yHURCOEBf&ust=1519789496746243
https://www.google.com.hk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiggIa9l8XZAhVJX5QKHZ2JAfUQjRx6BAgAEAY&url=https://www.freepik.com/free-photos-vectors/child&psig=AOvVaw3WRMAK9O5qKz8yHURCOEBf&ust=1519789496746243


CDF Projects - 3 Key Components
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Personal Development 
Plans (PDPs)

Each CDF project lasts for a course of 3 years, comprising 
three key components:

Targeted Savings Mentorship 
Programme



Targeted Savings: to accumulate financial assets 
for their future development

 Target: HK$200 per month for the first two consecutive years (children can agree 
with the operating NGO on a lower savings target)

 Rewards:

 operating NGO should seek partnership from the business sector and/or
individual donors for providing matching contribution to the targeted savings
at 1:1 matching ratio for each participating child who can complete the two-
year savings programme

 the Government will provide a Special Financial Incentive at 1:1 ratio to the
participant’s targeted savings, i.e. a maximum of $4,800 ($200 x 24 months)
for each participating child who can complete the two-year savings
programme. If the participant has set a monthly savings target lower than
$125 (meaning a total 24-month contribution below $3,000), the Government
would still provide a fixed amount of $3,000 Special Financial Incentive upon
his/her completion of the targeted savings programme

 in the third year of the project, the participating children can make use of the
targeted savings (including their own savings, the matching contribution and
the Government’s Special Financial Incentive) to implement their PDPs

19



 Use of Target Savings: 

 the participating children can start using their 
own savings in the middle of second year for 
implementing their PDPs.  However, the 
portion that can be used will be limited to 
those saved by the participating children;

 the matching donation and the special 
financial incentive will be available to the 
participating children only on completion of 
the two-year savings programmes

20

Targeted Savings: to accumulate financial assets 
for their future development (Cont’d)
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Personal Development Plans (PDPs): to equip 
children for future career and personal development

PDPs:

 to understand personal interests and draw up PDPs
with specific targets (both short-term and long-term
ones) under on-going guidance from their mentors and
through the goal-oriented training formulated and
provided by the operating NGOs for the first two years

 Objectives

 to equip children for their future career and personal 
development (i.e. education, vocational training or skills 
enhancement)

 Roles/responsibilities of operating NGOs

 to monitor the progress of implementation on their 
specific targets of the children
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Mentorship Programme

 a personal mentor, who is a volunteer, will be identified 
for each participating child

 the mentor-mentee ratio should preferably be 1:1 and 
should not be lower than 1:3

Roles/responsibilities of a mentor

 to provide guidance to children on drawing up their 
PDPs with development targets;

 to build relationship and share their experience with 
the children’s parents/guardians

Roles/responsibilities of operating NGOs:

 to provide appropriate training/guidance to mentors

Mentorship Programme: to broaden children’s 
social network



How to Apply

23 The Ninth Batch of CDF Projects



Guide on Application Procedures and 
Designated Application form
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 A Guide on Application Procedures and designated "Application Form" can 

be downloaded from:

http://www.swd.gov.hk/tc/index/site_whatsnew/

Guide on Application Procedures

 Chapter 1  Introduction 

 Chapter 2  How to Apply 

 Chapter 3  Service Specifications 

 Chapter 4  Assessment Mechanism 

 Chapter 5 Application Form

Designated "Application Form" (in the default PDF format )

 Part One to Three

 Part Two (The applicant NGO is required to submit ONE “District/area of the 
projects” section (Part Two) for EACH project it applies for)

http://www.swd.gov.hk/tc/index/site_whatsnew/


Mandatory Requirements of the applicant NGO 
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 The applicant NGO and the Partner NGO(s) (if any)
must be charitable organisations exempt from tax
under Section 88 of the Inland Revenue Ordinance
(Cap. 112) in Hong Kong;

 The applicant NGO and the Partner NGO(s) (if any)
have not/will not applied/apply or received/receive
any public funding (other than CDF) for the proposed
projects



Points to Note before Submitting Application
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Interested NGOs may :

 submit application(s) on their own, or

 collaborate with other NGO(s) to submit joint
application(s)

 for a joint application, they should identify among

themselves a leading party to act as the single
contact point as well as the applicant NGO to submit
the application, while the others are partner NGO(s)



Points to Note before Submitting Application 
(Cont’d)
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 The following documents should be submitted:

 An original completed application form in full set, together with 
one soft copy (compact disc in default PDF format); and/or 

 Confirmation letter(s)/Proof from partnering organisations/ 
companies for provision of mentors/ donations for matching 
contribution (if any)

 In the event of any discrepancy between the soft copy and 
the hard copy, the hard copy shall prevail

 Checklist of documents: 

Please refer to Part Three (p.31 to 32) of the designated 
application form



 An interested NGO can submit proposals for more than one district, but
each NGO should not submit more than one application for each district

 Save for joint applications, an interested NGO will be required to submit
only ONE application form regardless of the number of projects it applies
for. The application form consists of three parts:

 Part One: General information

 Part Two: District/area of the projects

 Part Three: Submission of application

 Apart from completing the General information (Part One) and
Submission of application (Part Three), the applicant NGO is required to
submit ONE “District/area of the projects” section (Part Two) for EACH
project it applies for

28

Points to Note before Submitting Application 
(Cont’d)
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 The applicant NGO is also required to indicate whether it
would like to be considered for projects in other districts
which they have not applied for, in case no NGO has
submitted proposal or the number of suitable NGO(s) is less
than the number of project(s) in those districts

 The applicant NGO, which has indicated such intention in the
application, will be required to submit “District/area of the
projects” section(s) (Part Two) later when there is/are such
case(s) in the district(s)

 Unless specified otherwise, the information provided by the
applicant organisation under this application form is
applicable to both the First and Second Projects

Points to Note before Submitting Application 
(Cont’d)
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 Applicant NGO needs to provide information for the First and Second
Projects as specified in this section

 Please note the pledged service level for the following aspects of the
Second Project should remain at the same level as the First Project or
pledged at a higher level, otherwise, the information provided for the
Second Project will not be considered in the quality assessment:

 target number of participating children;
 target mentor-to-mentee ratio;
 the quantity of Services/Programmes/Activities provided for the Participating

Children, their Parents/Guardians and Mentors; and
 the no. of additional Output/Outcome Indicator(s) and/or Enhanced

Achievement Level (if applicable)

 For recruiting mentors and seeking matching contributions for the Second
Project, only description on the plans is required

Points to Note before Submitting Application 
(Cont’d)



Service Specifications
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Scope of Service

Recruitment of adequate eligible participating children(At least 100, and a
maximum of 115 participating children per project)

 children aged 10 to 16 or students studying Primary 4 to Secondary 4
level:
 whose household income is less than 75% of the Median Monthly Domestic

Household Income; or
 receiving:

 Comprehensive Social Security Assistance; or
 Working Family Allowance; or
 full grants from student financial assistance schemes administered by the

Working Family and Student Financial Assistance Agency

 however, children who have participated/are participating in CDF project
(inclusive of those who dropped out from CDF project prematurely
regardless of reasons) before will not be eligible for subsequent projects

 children aged 13 or above should constitute no less than 50% of the
children participants in each Project
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Identification and recruitment of adequate 
suitable mentors

 matching adequate suitable mentors to participating 
children

 mentor-mentee ratio should preferably be 1:1 and should not 
be lower than 1:3 (i.e. one mentor should not match for more 
than three children)

 for example, if there are 100 participating children and the 
mentor-mentee ratio is 1:1, 100 mentors are needed to be 
recruited; if the mentor-mentee ratio is 1:3, 34 mentors are 
needed

Scope of Service (Cont’d)
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Provision of training, community service opportunities and guidance to
participating children
 including the use of existing services and programmes, to start preparing them

to draw up their PDPs in the first year of Projects, vet and endorse their PDPs
 to help them achieve the short-term as well as long-term development targets

as set out in their PDPs
 provide at least 10 core programmes

Provision of training and guidance to the parents/guardians and mentors,
to engage them in the life planning and financial planning for the
participating children
 provide at least 5 core programmes respectively

Organisation of regular sharing sessions for participating children, their
parents/guardians, mentors and donors

 once a year for the first two years

Scope of Service (Cont'd)
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Solicitation of donations from non-profit making organisations/corporate
and/or individual donors for providing matching contribution to the
targeted savings at 1:1 matching ratio

 any requirements from the non-profit making organisations/business
sector/individual donors must not be in conflict with the objectives and
guidelines of the CDF. Donations are not come from corporations running
business in connection with tobacco or any foundation funded by tobacco
companies

 for example, if 100 participating children can complete the two-year savings
programme with each of them saved $4,800, the operating NGO has to seek a
donation of total amount of $480,000 for the matching contribution

 if there is a shortfall for the matching contribution, it is the responsibility of the
operating NGO to make up the difference from sources of funding other than
those provided by CDF

Scope of Service (Cont'd)
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Monitoring the implementation of the savings programmes and the
short-term development targets in the PDPs of the participating
children

 a child may have the flexibility to start implementing PDP as early
as from the second half of second year. The portion that can be
used will be limited to those saved by the participating children

 the matching donation and the Special Financial Incentive will be
available to the participating children only on completion of the
two-year savings programmes

 the balance of the targeted savings (including the children’s own
savings, the matching contribution and the Special Financial
Incentive), if kept by the operating NGOs during the project period,
should be returned to the participating children after the end of
project

Scope of Service (Cont'd)
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Obtaining prior consent from the participating children, parents/
guardians, mentors and donors etc., for the voluntary transfer or
disclosure of their personal data on a need basis to the concerned
bureau(x)/department(s) or any engaged consultant or agency for
the purpose of operation, monitoring and evaluation of CDF

Handling complaints related to the Projects

Providing overall project evaluation and monitoring

Scope of Service (Cont'd)
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 A maximum amount of HK$26,180 per participating child (including
HK$23,800 training subsidy and HK$2,380 administrative expenses) will be
allocated to the operating NGO for conducting the training/programmes for
the participating child, his/her parents/guardians and mentor. The
operating NGO is required to spend at least 60% of the approved training
subsidy directly on the participating children

 The Government will provide a Special Financial Incentive at 1:1 ratio to the
participant’s targeted savings, i.e. a maximum of $4,800 ($200 x 24 months)
for each participating child who can complete the two-year savings
programme. If the participant has set a monthly savings target lower than
$125 (meaning a total 24-month contribution below $3,000), the
Government would still provide a fixed amount of $3,000 special financial
incentive upon his/her completion of the targeted savings programme

Funding
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 The Government reserves the right to adjust the amount of funding

 The Government will not accept any liabilities or financial implications
arising from the Projects, including the implementation of participating
children’s PDPs, beyond the approved funding

 The Government reserves the right to request for refund of the allocation,
or portion of the allocation on pro-rata basis, in case:

 the First Project and/or Second Project is/are terminated; or

 any participating child(ren) drop(s) out from the First or Second
Project pre-maturely for whatsoever reasons or is/are confirmed to
be not meeting the eligibility criteria; or

 the actual number of participating children falls short of the initial
target number of participating children

Funding (Cont’d)
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 Upon approval of the application and execution of the
“Agreement”, payment will be released to the operating
NGO

 payment will be disbursed by installments

 Following the recommendation by ICAC, the last instalment
of grant payment (comprising about 5% of the total grant)
will only be issued after the operating NGO have delivered
all the required number of core programmes and sharing
sessions, as well as meeting the outcome indicator on
achieving short-term targets of PDPs by the end of the
Project

Payment Arrangement
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 The operating NGO shall open a Designated Bank Account in
accordance with the Agreement to receive all payment
released by the Government for the Project

 The operating NGO is responsible for implementing an
effective and sound financial management system including
budget planning, projection, accounting, internal control
system and auditing

 The operating NGO shall submit a set of Financial and
Auditor’s reports signed by a certified public accountant
registered under the Professional Accountants Ordinance
(Cap. 50) yearly

Payment Arrangement (Cont'd)



Control Mechanism
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 Site Visits

 SWD will monitor the quality of services in accordance with 
the Agreement (including the Service Specifications).  
Announced and unannounced visits will be conducted.

 Submission of Reports

 operating NGOs are required to submit -

Quarterly Statistical Returns (QSR)

 Financial and Auditor’s reports

 other reports when necessary



Control Mechanism (Cont'd)
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 During the service period, the operating NGOs shall submit
the following documents to the Government and/or the
Steering Committee on the CDF as and when required by the
Government -

 Quarterly programme plan and its progress update;

 updates on implementation of PDPs; and

 Report of the latest progress of the project



Control Mechanism (Cont'd)
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 Checking Duplicate Applications

 children who have previously participated/are participating
in CDF projects (inclusive of dropout cases regardless of
their reported reasons) will not be eligible for subsequent
projects

 the Operating NGOs shall seek the consent of the
parents/guardians of the selected children to submit the
personal data of their children to SWD for checking out
duplicated applications before offering places to them



Commencement of Service
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 The signing of agreements with the successful NGOs is expected to be
completed by January 2022

 The operating NGOs can then make preparations for the launch of the
First Projects and start recruiting participating children and mentors upon
the signing of agreements

 The operating NGOs should commence the Programmes and Activities of
the first 3-year project by May 2022 upon completion of recruiting
participating children and mentors

 The confirmation of the Second Project is subject to the satisfactory
performance of the operating NGOs in implementing the First Project and
the result of the Interim Assessment

 If the operating NGOs fail to pass the Interim Assessment to the
satisfaction of the Government, it will not be entitled to start the Second
Project



Interim Assessment
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 Before confirmation of the Second Project, the NGO’s performance in
implementing the First Project will be assessed during August to
December 2024 (or such other period as may be specified by the
Government) (“Interim Assessment”)

 The Interim Assessment will take into account at least the followings –

 result of the assessment of the NGO’s performance against the output and
outcome indicators

 result of the assessment of the NGO’s actual service delivery and performance
through announced and/or unannounced visits, interviews with the service
co-ordinator/frontline staff of the Project as well as the participating children
and/or their parents/guardians

 the NGO’s performance in guiding and assisting the participants to draw up
their PDPs before the end of the second year and implement their PDPs in the
third year (including the planning of the spending of the targeted savings)



Interim Assessment (Cont'd)
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 The Interim Assessment will take into account at least the 
followings (Cont'd) :

 feedback from the participating children and/or their parents/guardians on the 
effectiveness of the programme/activities in promoting the personal 
development of the participants, etc.; and

 the operating NGO’s updated programme plan, plan on seeking matching 
contributions/mentors and improvement measures for the Second Project to 
be submitted as and when requested by the Government

 Unless otherwise specified by the Government, the operating NGOs must 
commence the Programmes and Activities of the First Project by May 
2022 and the Second Project by October 2025

 The Programmes and Activities of each Project shall be completed in 
three years after date of commencement (including two years for savings 
and one year for implementing the PDPs or such other period as may be 
specified by the Government)



Time Schedule 
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Date Item

24 September 2021 Closing of applications

October – December 2021 Vetting of applications

January 2022 • Announcement of result
• Award of Projects and signing of agreements with selected 

NGOs 

February 2022 • Commencement of service of First Projects
• Start of recruiting participating children and mentors

April 2022 Completion of recruiting participating children and mentors

May 2022 Commencement of the Programmes and Activities

August - December 2024
Assessment of operating NGO’ performance in implementing
the First Projects

January 2025
• Confirmation of the Second Projects
• Signing of supplementary agreements (if applicable)

April 2025 Completion of the Programmes and Activities of First Projects



Time Schedule (Cont'd)
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Date Item

May – June 2025 Submission of final reports and settlement of unspent targeted 
savings of participating children to wrap up the First Projects 

July 2025 • Commencement of Second Projects 
• Start of recruiting participating children and mentors

September 2025 Completion of recruiting participating children and mentors

October 2025 Commencement of the Programmes and Activities 

September 2028
Completion of the Programmes and Activities of Second
Projects

October – November 2028
Submission of final reports and settlement of unspent targeted 
savings of participating children to wrap up the Second 
Projects

Extracted from p.17-18 of “Application Procedures”



Performance Assessment 
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Output Standard Agreed Level

1. Total number of participating children At least 100 per project

2 . Amount of matching fund At 1:1 for each participating child

3. Total number of mentors At least 1:3 for the mentors to participating children

4.
Total number of participating children
who have worked out the PDPs

At least 80% of participating children have worked out the PDPs at
the end of the second year of project

5.

Total number of core programmes on

training/ community services

opportunities to the participating

children

• 10 core programmes in total - four times a year for each 
participating child for the first two years, and twice for the 
third year; and

• at least 80% of the participating children have attended at 
least 7 out of the 10 programmes throughout the 3-year 
project.

6 .

Total number of core programmes on

training to parents/guardians to engage

them in life planning and financial

planning for the children

• Five core programmes in total - twice a year for the first two 
years and once for the third year; and

• at least 70% of the parents/guardians have attended not less 
than 4 out of the 5 programmes throughout the 3-year project.

Output Standard 



Performance Assessment (Cont'd)
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Output Standard Agreed Level

7.
Total number of core programmes on

training and guidance to the mentors

• Five core programmes in total - twice a year for the first two 
years and once for the third year; and

• at least 70% of the mentors have attended not less than 4 out 
of the 5 programmes throughout the 3-year project.

8 .

Total number of sharing sessions for

children, their parents/guardians,

mentors and donors, etc.

• Once a year for the first two years; and
• at least 70% attendance rate among all children, their 

parents/guardians, mentors and donors for each sharing 
session. 

9 .
Total number of gatherings/

communications between the mentors

and the participating children

• Monthly gatherings/communications between the mentors 
and the participating children; and

• In each month, at least 70% of the paired-up mentors/mentees 
have at least one time of gathering/communication.

Output Standard (Cont'd)

 The operating NGOs are welcome to provide more training programmes to
participating children, parents/guardians and mentors



Performance Assessment (Cont'd)
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Outcome Standard Agreed Level

1. Success rate of participating children who can complete the 2-

year savings plan

At least  70%

2. Success rate of participating children who can achieve short-term

targets of the PDPs with utilisation of some targeted savings in

the third year

At least  70%

Outcome Standard



Performance Assessment (Cont'd)
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 Please note that the following items will be recorded down
and marks may be deducted in vetting when the applicant
NGO submits next application for CDF Project in future -

 fail to deliver the required output and outcome standards as
stipulated in the previous slides;

 fail to deliver the higher pledged level of output/outcome
indicator(s) and/or additional indicator(s) upon the completion
of Project; or

 fail to submit the Financial and Auditor Reports as set out in the
prescribed date persistently



Assessment Mechanism
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Factors for assessment
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A vetting committee consists of members of the Labour and Welfare Bureau
and the SWD will be set up to assess the quality aspects of the applications.
In general, the assessment will be based on the following factors (please
refer to Chapter 4: Assessment Mechanism of Application Procedures for
details):

 relevant experience in the provision of children and youth (aged 6 to 24)
services in Hong Kong in the past 3 years (1.8.2018-31.7.2021)

 relevant experience in organising mentorship programme for children and
youth in Hong Kong in the past 3 years (1.8.2018-31.7.2021)

 availability of site(s)/venue(s) in the provision of children and youth services
in the serving district/area

 target number of participating children

 ability/measures to recruit the participating children, the availability of
support network/ability to establish and maintain effective network with
other organisations in the district/area (including that for recruitment of
children of ethnic minorities, with disabilities or living in cubicle
apartments/sub-divided units)



Factors for assessment (Cont'd)
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 ability/measures to recruit adequate mentors to meet the pledged
mentor-to-mentee ratio

 ability to provide services/programmes/activities to participating
children, parents/guardians and mentors

 ability/measures to retain the participating children and mentors
throughout the project period and to encourage their participation in
the trainings/community services/sharing sessions

 ability to seek matching contributions from the NGO network, business
sector, and/or individual donors



Factors for assessment (Cont'd)
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 ability to monitor the accounts of the participating children 
and donations received

 mechanism to handle complaints related to the projects

 ability to recruit or deploy suitable staff personnel to 
implement and monitor the project

 ability to provide overall project evaluation, monitoring, use 
of information technology, enhanced achievement level of 
output/outcome indicators and/or availability of additional 
indicators

 synergy in implementing two consecutive CDF projects



 Extra marks will be given to the applicant NGOs who can
demonstrate in the proposals that they –

 can recruit more than 100 participating children in each of the First
and/or Second Projects

 pledge a mentor-mentee ratio higher than the mandatory minimum
requirement of 1:3

 have established networks with children of ethnic minorities or with
disabilities or have detailed plans for recruiting them and have the
capacity to provide adequate support for them throughout the project
period

 have established networks with or have concrete and feasible
recruitment plans for children living in cubicle apartments/sub-divided
units

Factors for assessment (Cont'd)
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 Extra marks will also be given to the applicant NGOs who can
demonstrate in the proposals that they (Cont’d) –

 provide tailor-made programmes for the younger and elder
participating children to meet their needs and individual target

 have plan to invite the CDF participants in previous batches to share
their experience with other CDF participants and motivate them to
become mentors

 pledge additional output/outcome indicators or enhanced
achievement level of the output/outcome indicators

Factors for assessment (Cont'd)
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Points to Note for 
Completion/Submission of 
Application
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Filling the Form for Training Programmes
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 Core training programmes must include training elements and in line with  
the objectives of CDF

Pay attention 
to the remarks
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Filling the Form for Training Programmes (Cont'd)

example＊

＊for reference only

 Core training programmes must include training elements and in line with  
the objectives of CDF (Cont’d)



Filling the Form for Training Programmes (Cont'd)
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 Please refer to the Appendix to Annex 1: Points to Note in Training 
Programmes/Activities for Participating Children, Parents/Guardians and Mentors 
before completing the form



Filling the Form for Training Programmes (Cont'd)
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 New Form for Sharing Sessions is provided



Submission of Application
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 The completed application form in both soft and hard copies
together with the supporting document(s) should be sealed
in an envelope and delivered by hand to the following
address not later than 5:00 pm on 24 September 2021
(Friday):

Child Development Fund Office
Social Welfare Department
Room 942, 9/F
Wu Chung House
213 Queen’s Road East
Wan Chai, Hong Kong

 Late submission shall NOT be considered



Submission of Application (Cont'd)
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 The application form is in PDF format. Adobe Reader is required to
view and fill in the form. Please send application form in the
default PDF format. Deletion of any items/paragraphs/pages in the
application form or any alteration of format of the form are not
accepted

 The application form can be downloaded at SWD website:
http://www.swd.gov.hk/tc/index/site_whatsnew/

 The application form must be duly signed by the Board
Chairperson or Agency Head of the applicant NGO

 Subject to the number of applications received and adequate
information provided by the applicants, applicant NGOs will be
notified in writing the results in January 2022
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This PowerPoint is for reference only

and has no binding effect;

Details of application for the Ninth batch of CDF projects 
uploaded on the SWD website shall prevail

For enquiries, please contact staff of 

CDF office at 2892 5540

The Ninth Batch of CDF Projects
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 Strategic partners of CDF will offer assistance to the operating NGOs (For 
examples: secure matching contributions, help recruit mentors or 
organise experiential/training programmes)

 Contact means of the three strategic partners of CDF are as follows：

Strategic Partners of CDF

•Contact Person：Mr Howard KWOK

•Tel no.：3525 1021

•Email：info@cdia.org.hk

•Website：http://www.cdia.org.hk

Child Development Initiative Alliance
(CDIA)

•Contact Person：Ms Fion KWOK

•Tel no.：2468 1133

•Email：mf_application@cdmf.org.hk

•Website：http://www.cdmf.org.hk

Child Development Matching Fund 

(CDMF)

•Contact Person：Mr Ellis WONG

•Tel no.：3689 9810

•Email：elliswong@hkcnp.org.hk

•Website：http://www.hkcnp.org.hk

Hong Kong Church Network for the Poor 

(HKCNP)



Q&A and Closing Remarks
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